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Everything You Need to Know About Candle Magic, from Best Selling Wicca Author Lisa

ChamberlainDo you want to enhance your life by using magic to tap into the unbound power of the

Universe? If so, youâ€™re in the right place.Wiccans and other Witches have long known that

candles are a great tool for performing magic. Perhaps one of the oldest magical arts, candle magic

is also the easiest and most simple form of magic for beginners to learn. This makes it the ideal

starting point for anyone looking to start practicing Witchcraft.But, whether youâ€™re Wiccan, Witch,

or just curious about magic, you are more than welcome here!Learn the Principles of MagicMagic

works because of a number of Hermatic Principles: by putting strong positive intentions out into the

Universe, you can influence things on a higher plane of existence. In time, these changes will

manifest themselves on the material plane -- the world that you and I both live.In other words, magic

is a way to harness the unseen energy of the Universe into particular thoughtforms that work to

effect a change in the physical world.And, if magic is the art of sending a particular thought into a

higher plane to be manifested, candles make for particularly helpful â€œmessengers!â€•This might

all sound rather complex, but weâ€™ll be exploring these principles in detail throughout this book to

give you a solid grounding in candle magic.Wicca Candle Magic: The Ultimate Beginner's

GuideMany people are drawn towards Wicca through the concept of Witchcraft and magic, and the

idea that we can positively change our circumstances.Wicca Candle Magic was created to teach

these people the whys and hows of candle magic, so that they can improve their lives in all the

important areas â€“ love, health, and wealth.By reading this book, you will learn about humans

connection with fire throughout the ages, how candles are used in Wiccan spellwork, and the

Hermatic Principles that make candle magic work.You will be taught how to choose the right type

and color of candle, how to consecrate your candle (get them ready for performing magic), and

practical tips for performing spellwork with candles.Finally, you will be provided with a selection of

practical magic spells, each targeting a specific area of your life â€“ including love, money, health,

employment, and happiness.In other words, Wicca Candle Magic will teach you everything you

need to know to start practicing candle magic, today!Would You Like to Know More?Download now

by scrolling to the top of the page and selecting the buy button.Readers will also be treated to an

exclusive free gift!
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This book is very well done. There are no surprises, which tells me the author did her research and

verified what works and what doesn't. There's an explanation of how to prepare candles for

spellwork that's very easy to follow and effective in practice. My only complaint is that the author has

trouble with complex sentences, which makes parts of her explanations more challenging to follow.

I'd prefer it if she stuck with simple declarative sentences. Your mileage may vary.She includes

correspondence tables that are accurate, which is important for those new to witchcraft. The

bibliography is first rate, which tells me the author knows her subject well. She includes some basic

spells that've been proven to work, for her and for others. I'm not crazy about love spells; the ones

she included are designed to affect the caster rather than infringe upon the free will of another

person. Of particular interest to me is that the author stresses individuality. It's completely

acceptable to modify the spells, the process or the rituals to suit oneself. The author stresses that a

practitioner should do what resonates most strongly with them, and should chart their own path,

using her information (and information gained from other sources) as a guide. As an eclectic solitary

pagan witch, I like that a lot.



Definitely a good beginner's guide to the subject. Not too much history, no claims that it must be

done this way only, which many Wicca tomes seem to like. Nice lists of correspondences near the

back. The spells themselves are a tiny bit too detailed for my taste, but it's been years since I was a

beginner. All in all, a good book for "young in the workings" witches of all kinds, Wicca and not.

I like the flow of this book. It is easy to understand and use. I like the encouragement to adapt the

spells and make them your own. There are a couple of places where it is mentioned that you should

release feelings that may be holding you back from the effects that you seek, but how to do this is

not very clear. That is the only thing I have to point out against this book.

Lisa Chamberlain's book regarding candle magic is another in her books for beginners and those

seeking more knowledge in the Wiccan craft. This book is nicely written, with easy to follow

directions, a brief history, and in depth knowledge. Lisa shares assorted spells, choosing candles,

how timing is important, and the most important - intention, intention, intention. For those just

starting out, she shares the best days of the week for spells, the effect of colors, as well as

information about herbs and essential oils. This was a great book, the information is easy to

understand and gives a thorough explanation from start to finish. I recommend this book.

You can tell by the way the book is written the author has a lot of experience with Fire and Candle

Macick and is sharing that knowledge with you. The authors writing style made me feel as though

she right there teaching me. The book left me feeling like the author was talking to me not talking at

me. Section two of the book has clear, detailed and easy to follow instructions. I highly recommend

this book for any beginner, especially beginners that are learning on their own and may not have

someone to teach them.

I really enjoyed reading this book. It's been years since I've done any spell casting, and although I'm

not ready to begin casting again, I am devoting more energy to mine and my family's spiritual

health. I love that she spends time discussing how to clear candles for atmospheric use as well as

spell casting. The spells themselves are simple, easy to follow, and easy to customize. Having easy

to read charts with the properties associated with colors, oils, herbs, and days of the week mean

that this will be a handy go to resource when I am ready to begin casting again. Great for beginners,

and for begin againers, too!



Had less than 12 spells in it, and it was not worth the price in my opinion. Strictly for uncommited

beginners, or part time practitioners, not advanced practitioners or those who really have a

desperate issue they need addressed. Look elsewhere.

Lisa Chamberlain's books on magic are very well written. There is a lot of information on how to

construct the spells and even if there are specific times to make the spell happen. Overall I would

suggest these books to people looking for a great place to start with candle magic.
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